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Agenda

• Welcome and introductions

• Session review and goals

• Working groups

• Debrief

• Survey and closing 
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Welcome and introductions
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Dominique Bradley Jameela Conway-Turner Dan Frederking
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Meet the Presenters
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Introduce yourself 

Please tell us: 

• Name 

• Title

• Where do you fall on the llama scale 
today?



Session review and goals
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Goals

Participants will:

• Understand the role data literacy plays in student learning.

• Examine and interpret individual student data. 

• Discuss implications of data findings. 
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Poll: Since our last session, how has your opinion of “data” 
changed? 
• I’m seeing more use in the data I have. 
• I’m finding new sources of data to work with. 
• The word “data” still makes me cringe.
• I feel the same about data as I did in December. 



In session 1 we…

• Discussed what “data” and “data 
literacy” mean.

• Practiced identifying the use of data 
using a fake student profile.

• Created a data inventory.
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Session 1 review



PDSA cycles
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Sample Theory of Action
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Working groups
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Breakout groups agenda
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Groups 1 steps:
• Group discussion of data collection within the logic 

model
• Individual examination of student data
• Discuss implications for future efforts with students.

Group 2 steps:
• Review student example with checklist.
• Identify points where data systems would be helpful.
• Discuss implications for future efforts.

Group 3 steps:
• Review data inventory for each program.
• Review examples of “data stories.”
• Discuss steps to develop “data stories” for each program.

Group 1: Welcome and Keep
Dan Frederking

Group 2: System of Care
Jameela Conway-Turner

Group 3: Leadership Team
Dominique Bradley



Group 3: Data stories
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Data inventory review

1. Review the data inventory from each team.

2. Fill in any missing data sources/update columns.

3. Reflect: 
• What are the key pieces of information that you want to highlight in your data story? 
• What steps need to be taken to ensure your data sources are robust?  
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Considerations for sharing information
Audience

Goal

Format

Structure/
Language

Who is your 
audience? 

What do you want 
them to take away? 

How do they digest 
information? 

What level of 
language is 
appropriate? 
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Data story examples 

Infographic – Uses 
visuals and graphics to 
communicate data; 
limited text.

Note. Stephanie Evergreen’s blog is a 
great source of information for how to 
visually represent data: 
https://stephanieevergreen.com/blog/. 
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https://stephanieevergreen.com/blog/


Data story examples 

Infographic – Uses 
visuals and graphics to 
communicate data; 
limited text.
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Poster – Often used in 
academic settings; uses 
text and visuals to 
communicate findings 
from data analysis; can 
tell a “data story” to 
many audiences.
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Data story examples 



Report brief – For policy or 
leadership audiences, recommend 
3 pages or fewer; often summarizes 
through texts and callout boxes.

Includes: 

• What data you used
• How you analyzed the data
• Findings highlights
• Recommendations or next steps
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Data story examples 



One-page document – Overview with text 
maximizing the layout of the document to 
direct the readers’ attention to important 
pieces of information. 
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Data story examples 



Animated infographic –
Can be posted online; tells 
the story of data through a 
cartoon-like infographic 
with narration. 
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Data story examples 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4sYThIYXmY


Documentary – Captures 
the lived experience of 
participants; with narration 
and animation can 
effectively communicate 
data points within a story. 
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Data story examples 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgwVKGR3HwU


Work out your story board

Step 1: Using the Jamboard document in 
the first 2 columns: 

• What story do you want to tell? 

• Who is your audience for this story?

Step 2: Revisit your data inventory to 
complete the third column – what data will 
you use to tell your story? 
Jamboard link: 
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1UscJrSSATqAauJawRQzrizOuj
aM5pOZj5i0SMpPwDBg/edit?usp=sharing
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https://jamboard.google.com/d/1UscJrSSATqAauJawRQzrizOujaM5pOZj5i0SMpPwDBg/edit?usp=sharing


Work out your story board

Step 3: 

• Complete the last column of your 
Jamboard. Indicate the methods to 
communicate your data story.  

Jamboard link: 
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1UscJrSSATqAauJawRQzrizOuj
aM5pOZj5i0SMpPwDBg/edit?usp=sharing
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https://jamboard.google.com/d/1UscJrSSATqAauJawRQzrizOujaM5pOZj5i0SMpPwDBg/edit?usp=sharing


Develop a plan for action 

Discuss and document: 

1. What data are you missing or need to collect to realize your data story? 

2. Determine what tasks are associated and who will complete them.

3. Develop a task timeline.

4. Develop a plan for dissemination. 
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Welcome back! 
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Please share out
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SUMMARY OF YOUR 
DISCUSSION TODAY

AT LEAST ONE NEXT-
STEP FOR YOUR TEAM



https://live.datstathost.com/AIR-
Collector/REL_Midwest_Training_Coachi
ng_Feedback_Survey2?_n=REL_Midwest
_Training_Coaching_Feedback_Survey2
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Closing and survey

https://live.datstathost.com/AIR-Collector/REL_Midwest_Training_Coaching_Feedback_Survey2?_n=REL_Midwest_Training_Coaching_Feedback_Survey2


Dominique Bradley Jameela Conway-Turner Dan Frederking

REL Midwest REL Midwest REL Midwest
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The Presenters
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